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AN UPDATE ON THE SEWER INTERCEPTORS UNDER LAKE ROLAND

Sewer lines in Baltimore County frequently follow stream valleys, as the descending
topography facilitates a downhill flow of effluent. In the Ruxton area, there are three significant
sewer lines. One interceptor drains the upper Jones Falls Valley down to Lake Roland. It is 30
inches in diameter. A second interceptor parallels Roland Run from Timonium down to Lake
Roland. It is 42 inches in diameter. A third interceptor carries effluent from Towson under
Towsontown Boulevard and then through the stream valley behind Malvern Avenue and
Rolandvue Road, then under Bellona Avenue and ultimately to Lake Roland. It is 24 inches in
diameter. These three interceptors all meet in a single location along the west shore of Lake
Roland and feed into a single outlet interceptor running under Lake Roland, past the dam and
then along the Jones Falls to the Baltimore City Line. This interceptor is 42 inches in diameter.
If all three of the interceptors leading to Lake Roland (aggregating 96 inches in diameter)
were full to capacity, the outlet interceptor heading downtown (42 inches in diameter) would not
be able to handle the load, and there would be a discharge into Lake Roland or into the Jones
Falls below the dam. Remember that the capacity of a sewer depends on the slope of the pipe
and the diameter of the pipe. While it is true that the current pipe sizes would appear to cause a
chokepoint at the intersection with the outlet interceptor, under normal operating conditions, the
pipes do not flow full, and the 42 inch outlet interceptor has adequate capacity.
When the system was designed, it was assumed that the three interceptors leading to Lake
Roland would never reach capacity and that that outlet interceptor would be able to handle the
load. During periods of heavy rain, however, storm water gets into the sewer lines and increases
the flow through the lines. Also, today's storms are more frequent and involve higher amounts
of rainfall than the storms in decades past. Further, as Towson continues to grow and
consequently produces more effluent, the Towson interceptor carries ever increasing amounts of
effluent. The County is monitoring flows in the sewer below Towson, and analysis of that data
and of the growth in Towson is ongoing.
Recently, one of the manholes along the outlet interceptor below the dam blew its top,
and raw sewage came out. There are two possible explanations for this event: 1) the outlet
interceptor was filled over its capacity, and the excess had to go somewhere and so blew the
manhole; or 2) there was a blockage in the outlet interceptor below the manhole, and the sewage
backed up to the manhole and then blew out. The County is still evaluating the cause. Today,
the County has no current plans to add a "relief' sewer line parallel to the existing 42 inch outlet
line, but it continues to monitor and evaluate available information. The County urges that
constructing "relief' interceptors is expensive and should not be undertaken until a need has been
established.

The County is in the process of slowly constructing a "relief' sewer interceptor alongside
the existing 24 inch interceptor between Towson and Lake Roland. Last year, to coincide with
the repavement of much of Towsontown Boulevard, a second stretch of 24 inch sewer pipe
across the intersection with Osler Drive was installed under that particular stretch of
Towsontown Boulevard. At this time, however, there are NO PLANS to connect that stretch of
newly-installed pipe with downtown Towson to the east or with Charles Street to the west.
Because the existing 24 inch sewer line between Charles Street and Bellona Avenue (running
through the stream valley behind Malvern and Rolandvue) is showing signs of deterioration, the
County plans to install a parallel "relief' line between Charles Street and Bellona Avenue
sometime in the next several years and then to unearth the existing deteriorated line and repair it
or replace it. There is already a 24 inch "relief' sewer line between Bellona Avenue and the
location along the west shore of Lake Roland where the three feeder interceptors link to the
outlet interceptor.
The County understands there is great interest and focus on the sewer system in the area.
It is evaluating the scope of a new comprehensive study which will pull together all current data
including modeling, flow monitoring, data on the effectiveness of upstream inflow and
infiltration projects, and growth projections. The County also will be putting together a more
comprehensive history/summary of how we got to the current point and how current activities
relate to the existing Consent Decree. The County also will be submitting a map of recent and
planned projects.
So, to summarize, the County feels that the sewer lines in the Ruxton area are adequate to
handle the existing loads. Even though there was a recent discharge from a manhole below the
dam, the County has not yet determined the cause and is evaluating the situation. Finally,
although a "relief' line is gradually being installed between Towson and Lake Roland, there is
no sense of urgency to complete the stretches where the line doesn't exist.
This situation is now on the radar of local environmental organizations and has been the
subject recent press coverage. The manholes along the outlet interceptor from Lake Roland past
the dam and down the Jones Falls valley to the City Line will certainly receive much more
scrutiny in the future after periods of heavy rain. Further, the local environmental organizations
(as well as the County) will continue to carefully monitor fecal counts, both in Lake Roland and
in the Jones Falls..

